LANDSCAPING COLLECTION
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WELCOME
to the 2019 Landscaping Collection. Over the
past 11 years, it has been our aim to bring you
something different – distinctive and highquality products in a wide variety of materials.
Since our founding our collections have
continued to expand year by year, and 2019
will be no exception. Exciting ranges releasing
this year sees further development within our
porcelain collection. This year we will also be
offering internal options on selected ranges,
allowing your garden to be a true extension of
your home.

Within this brochure we have provided
guidelines in order to support you in laying and
maintaining your Digby Stone patio – see our
helpful advice pages towards the end of the
brochure. For further technical support, we also
have a range of resources available on our
website at www.digbystone.com
We use our years of expertise and endeavor to
achieve the finest quality by hand selecting our
products and always ensuring that we meet the
high standards that our customers have come
to expect. Seeking the best natural stone and
porcelain products from around the world, our
aim is to provide you with something different
for any type of project.

We are proud to say our drive to provide
fantastic service has been recognised in
2018. Last year, we were honoured with two
prestigious awards, taking Best Landscaping
Brand at The Builders Merchant Journal Awards
and Supplier of the Year at The Builders’
Merchant News Awards for Excellence, both
incredible achievements that have only
intensified our desire to grow and prosper.

So, whatever your style may be, dare to be
different with Digby Stone, and let us help you
find your ideal product in 2019.

D I G B Y S T O N E AWA R D S
The Builders’ Merchant News and the Builders’ Merchants Journal are
industry leading publications which celebrate successes, report on
changes and evolve with the construction sector. Each year, events
are held to commend thriving businesses, innovative products and
brilliant marketing initiatives.
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CONTENTS
We are excited to introduce to 2019 a host of original additions to our porcelain collections, as well as a
revamp to our slate range which now includes two sleek new colours.
With porcelain becoming more popular than ever, we have expanded our collection even further, adding
contemporary colours, sizes and internal options to our current styles, and introducing whole new ranges in
order to give you even more choice.
We have extended our wood porcelain collection to include Ash and Greige, fresh colours that bring a
realistic distressed look to the range. Bringing the outside in, we have chosen to add internal options with
smoother finishes to our Quartz, Montpellier, and Wood porcelain lines, meaning you can make your garden
a true extension of your home.
Offering a more traditional feel, we have the unique Cobblestone range. Embodying a cobblestone arch
design in a large scale porcelain slab, this range is perfect for adding a subtle yet effective feature to your
garden.
If minimalism is more your style, then look no further than the simplistic beauty of the Country range. Sleek
and sophisticated with more colours, sizes and finishes for 2019, this popular porcelain with fashionable
colours and a riven finish is perfect for both classic and modern styles.
We haven’t forgotten our roots in natural stone, of course – this year we showcase our newly sourced slate
collection in Raven Black and Dove Grey as well as two new sandstone additions to our wall cladding range
in the popular Sunrise and Mountain Mist colours. Our ranges of granite, slate, limestone and sandstone still
provide the quality and variety that we have always offered, with a host of complementary setts, cobbles
and accessories to add the finishing flourish to your garden design.
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I N S TA L L AT I O N
we’re here to help
I N S P I R AT I O N

I N S TA L L AT I O N

Everything begins with a spark of inspiration. Whatever
style you are looking for, this brochure is full of ideas and
photographs to help you to create your dream project.
Colour, finish and material type are all important factors
to consider, and you will find plenty of advice in this
brochure to assist you with the planning of your own
unique space.

There is a variety of information in this brochure as well as
on our website to assist you with the laying of your product:
visit www.digbystone.com to see our range of resources.
We have a series of helpful guides available to help you
to design, lay and maintain your product, allowing you to
keep your garden in the best possible condition - visit the
helpful guides section of our website to find out more.

Before you make your choice, consider the 80%-20%
rule - regardless of the paving you choose, the labour
and raw materials cost involved in laying the product will
usually stay the same, at approximately 80%. On average
the paving only accounts for approximately 20% of the
finished patio.

For further inspiration and advice, visit the videos section
of our website where you can watch our series of helpful
guide videos, covering topics from maintaining porcelain
tiles to determining the right side of the slab when laying.
Finally, selecting the right landscaper for your chosen
project is key. They should also be able to provide advice
and guidance in this area.*

So, why not choose your favourite?

*consult your stockist for information.

HELPFUL SYMBOLS THROUGHOUT THIS BROCHURE
Our Italian porcelain collection
is bigger than ever before look out for this symbol to find
our Italian porcelain products

New for
2019

We have a host of additions to
our collection - look out for this
symbol throughout to discover
our new products
The car symbol indicates that the
product is suitable for use on a
domestic driveway provided that
laying instructions are followed (see
page 138 - 139 for laying guidelines
for driveways)

Within our ranges certain products
are available both inside and
outside - look out for this symbol
and bring the outside in.
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I TA L I A N P O R C E L A I N C O L L E C T I O N
ADVICE & RESOURCES

THE BENEFITS

As our porcelain collection expands for 2019, the range
has become more versatile than ever before. This year we
introduce new colours in a range of sizes and finishes, as
well as internal options, providing a product for every taste.
With its unrivalled technical properties and longevity, it is a
fantastic investment for any garden. Many of our porcelain
ranges are available in project sets too, enabling you to
achieve a beautiful design in a layout to suit your project.

Porcelain is the most innovative product in the world of
landscaping. Fired at up to 1400°C, this product offers
exceptional durability alongside high performance
technology, which allows you to have a low maintenance
landscape combined with the beautiful aesthetic of
natural paving. It has numerous beneficial attributes,
including:

We understand that as porcelain is growing in popularity, it
is key for landscapers and homeowners to have all of the
information they need for installation and maintenance.
We have a range of helpful information available to help
you to choose, lay and maintain your porcelain patio.

Little to no moisture absorption

Easy to clean - porcelain tiles
are non porous, meaning that
they are stain resistant

• Our in-depth step-by-step laying guide on pages 140 141 of this brochure provides essential laying guidelines to
ensure you get the best from your porcelain.
• Our series of porcelain videos demonstrate useful tips,
including how to clean common stains which may occur
and how to mix and apply slurry primer when laying. These
can be found on the media section of our website at
www.digbystone.com/videos

Scratch and abrasion resistant,
giving an incredibly hard
wearing surface

• Detailed product information for each range is outlined
on the product pages of this brochure, including pack
sizes, pack quantities and dimensions.

Resistant to fading, meaning that
your patio will retain its colour

Slightly textured to provide a slip resistant
finish. Our Italian porcelain external
collection has a slip rating of R11 and
internal has a minimum slip rating of R9.

Frost/salt* resistant due to its
minimal moisture absorption rate
How to mix and apply slurry primer

Exterior use tiles are 18/20mm
thick dependent on range.

Interior use tiles are 10mm thick.
Examples of how to remove stains from porcelain highlighting the high level of stain resistance

Further technical information, including troubleshooting guides and maintenance advice, is available on our website at
www.digbystone.com/technical-guides
*When using salt, ensure it is used sparingly. Do not leave salt on the patio for a prolonged period of time - ensure salt is swept away once frost has lifted. Once weather has improved,
wash over the patio in the normal way - see page 144 for further advice on cleaning.
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Porcelain
our collection has it all

77

C OBBLESTONE

New for

2019

M U LT I C O L O U R L I N E A R E
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COBBLESTONE PORCELAIN
A romantic design inspired by the charming cobbled streets of Europe, the Cobblestone range represents a true blend of
history and contemporary fashion in the form of a large scale porcelain slab. The slabs replicate traditional cobblestones
while featuring a arch pattern, which when repeated can create a beautiful fan effect. Mix and match the designs for a
truly bespoke style in your garden.

Grigio Arco Bianco

Multicolour Arco Bianco

Grigio Arco

Grigio Lineare

Multicolour Arco

Multicolour Lineare

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

Pieces Per Box

Box Coverage m²

600

600

2

0.72

Slab thickness 20mm +/-

Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal. Please refer to general
information on page 148 for more details.
All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see pages 140 - 141 for further
details.

Bright Ideas
Try a unique style and use the arch designed slabs
to create a circle or fan repeated pattern for a
sophisticated look.

When using Digby Stone Porcelain products a bonding agent slurry primer MUST be applied on the back of each slab prior to being laid. This can result in residue attaching
to the primer therefore you must clean the slabs during laying and after to ensure no residue remains. There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain products,
intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. For advice on laying porcelain see pages 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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NEW FOR 2019

C OBBLESTONE

CENERE

C OBBLESTONE
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MONTPELLIER PORCELAIN
INTERNAL AVAILABLE TO ORDER

NEW INTERNAL OPTION

NEW INTERNAL OPTION

NEW INTERNAL OPTION

Following the success of the newly introduced Montpellier range in 2018, we have extended the collection to include
internal options. Designed to evoke industrial trends with its distressed style, this range is ideally suited to contemporary
schemes. With a surface rich in detail and colour, the diverse tones will add a touch of modern drama to your patio.

Talco

Cenere

Sabbia

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N

Outside - Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Pack Coverage m²

900

600

2

1.08

Slab thickness 20mm +/-

Inside - Single size packs - Available to order*
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Pack Coverage m²

600

300

6

1.08

600

600

4

1.44

900

600

3

1.62

Slab thickness 10mm +/-

This range offers an internal option varying in thickness making your
garden a true extension of your home. Due to slight variations in batches

that can occur, we recommend the customer to order a minimum of 10% extra
to allow for cutting, breakages and patterns.

Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal. Please refer to general information on
page 148 for more details. All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see pages 140 - 141 for
further details.
The internal slabs have a smoother finish and a 10mm thickness in comparision to their external counterpart so as
to be softer underfoot for internal use.
Unlike the external, the internal range has straight edges not waving edges.
*Lead times will apply when ordering internal.
Speak to your local Digby Stone stockist for more information.
Internal slip rating R10.

Bright Ideas
If you love the contemporary look of our Montpellier
collection why not bring the outside in with our internal
option. Available in the same colours the internal range
has a smoother finish for a softer touch under foot.
When using Digby Stone Porcelain products a bonding agent slurry primer MUST be applied on the back of each slab prior to being laid. This can result in residue attaching
to the primer therefore you must clean the slabs during laying and after to ensure no residue remains. There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain products,
intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. For advice on laying porcelain see pages 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com.
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NEW INTERNAL OPTION FOR 2019

MONTPELLI ER

MONTPELLI ER

TA L C O
12

MONTPELLI ER

SABBIA

This collection is now available internally allowing
your garden to be a true extention of your home.
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C OBBLESTONE

GREIGE
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GI GANTE PORC ELAI N

GIGANTE PORCELAIN
Our Gigante range is the most luxurious offering in our Italian porcelain collection. It includes three contemporary colours,
all featuring beautiful subtle textures across the surface of the tile. The sizes in this range allow for you to create designs
with an intense visual impact.

Alta

Greige

Donker

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Pack Coverage m²

600

600

2

0.72

1200

600

2

1.44

Slab thickness 20mm +/-

Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal. Please refer to general information on
page 148 for more details.
All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see pages 140 - 141 for further details.

You may also like...
If you like the dramatic 1200x600mm large format size in our
Gigante range, we also offer this size in our Grande natural
stone range on page 59.

When using Digby Stone Porcelain products a bonding agent slurry primer MUST be applied on the back of each slab prior to being laid. This can result in residue attaching
to the primer therefore you must clean the slabs during laying and after to ensure no residue remains. There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain products,
intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. For advice on laying porcelain see pages 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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GI GANTE PORC ELAI N

A LTA
FOR GUIDANCE OR MORE INFORMATION CALL 0121 585 7477, FIND US ONLINE AT DIGBYSTONE.COM OR COME VISIT OUR EXTERNAL DISPLAY IN HALESOWEN, WEST MIDLANDS, B63 3PD
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GI GANTE PORC ELAI N

Our growing range of porcelain products have something for everyone.
Why not take a look at the whole range and find the perfect product for
you https://www.digbystone.com/browse-by-range/

DONKER
17

GRIGIONI

C OBBLESTONE
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QUARTZ PORCELAIN
INTERNAL AVAILABLE TO ORDER

NEW INTERNAL OPTION

Evoking the dramatic banding and swirling of natural quartzite, our Quartz Italian Porcelain is available exclusively in one
captivating colour - Grigioni. With the selection of sizes and a new internal option available you are sure to achieve a
striking look with all of the practical benefits of porcelain.

Grigioni

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N

Outside - Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Pack Coverage m²

600

600

2

0.72

900

450

2

0.81

1200

600

2

1.44

Slab thickness 20mm +/-

Inside - Single size packs - Available to order*
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Pack Coverage m²

600

300

2

0.72

Slab thickness 10mm +/-. Available to order.

This range offers an internal option varying in thickness making your
garden a true extension of your home. Due to slight variations in batches

that can occur, we recommend the customer to order a minimum of 10% extra
to allow for cutting, breakages and patterns.

Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal. Please refer to general information on
page 148 for more details.
All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see pages 140 - 141 for further details. The
internal slabs have a smoother finish and a 10mm thickness in comparision to their external counterpart so as
to be softer underfoot for internal use.
*Lead times will apply when ordering internal.
Speak to your local Digby Stone stockist for more information.
Internal slip rating R9.

You may also like...
If you like the look of tiles with plenty of texture and pattern across the
surface, why not have a look at our Montpellier range on page 11.
Available in 3 colours which display a range of earthy tones.

When using Digby Stone Porcelain products a bonding agent slurry primer MUST be applied on the back of each slab prior to being laid. This can result in residue attaching
to the primer therefore you must clean the slabs during laying and after to ensure no residue remains. There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain products,
intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. For advice on laying porcelain see pages 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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NEW INTERNAL OPTION FOR 2019

QUARTZ PORC ELAI N

U LT R A B L A C K

C OBBLESTONE
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REGALE PORC ELAI N

REGALE PORCELAIN
One of our most versatile ranges within our Italian porcelain collection, Regale offers a large selection of shades and sizes
to give you the flexibility to create distinct patterns and designs for your patio. From the ultimate ultra back to a delicate
desert sand the range has something for everyone.

Scout Fog

Scout Smoke

Ultra Barge

Ultra Black

Scout Beige

Hudson*

Desert Sand*

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
3 size project set 2.73m2/2.68m2*
Measurements marked with a star (*) applicable to Desert Sand and
Hudson only
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

810/800*

405/400*

2

600

600

2

810/800*

810/800*

2

Slab thickness 18mm +/-

Single size packs
Measurements marked with a star (*) applicable to Desert Sand and
Hudson only
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

450

450

3

Pack Coverage m²
0.61

810/800*

405/400*

2

0.66/0.64*

600

600

2

0.72

810/800*

810/800*

2

1.31/1.28*

Slab thickness 18mm +/*Please note that Hudson and Desert Sand are not available in
450x450mm size.
Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal. Please refer to general information on page 148 for more details.
All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see pages 140 - 141 for further details.
When using Digby Stone Porcelain products a bonding agent slurry primer MUST be applied on the back of each slab prior to being laid. This can result in residue attaching
to the primer therefore you must clean the slabs during laying and after to ensure no residue remains. There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain products,
intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. For advice on laying porcelain see pages 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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For news and garden inspiration follow us on social media
@digbystone or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
C OBBLESTONE

SCOUT SMOKE (WET)
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C OBBLESTONE

23

REGALE
PORC ELAI N
C OBBLESTONE

U LT R A B A R G E
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REGALE PORC ELAI N

SCOUT FOG

SCOUT BEIGE
FOR GUIDANCE OR MORE INFORMATION CALL 0121 585 7477, FIND US ONLINE AT DIGBYSTONE.COM OR COME VISIT OUR EXTERNAL DISPLAY IN HALESOWEN, WEST MIDLANDS, B63 3PD
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HUDSON

C OBBLESTONE
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C OBBLESTONE
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DESERT SAND

C OBBLESTONE
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C OBBLESTONE

Our growing range of porcelain products have something for everyone.
Why not take a look at the whole range and find the perfect product for
you https://www.digbystone.com/browse-by-range/
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C OBBLESTONE

New for
2019

ASH
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WOOD PORCELAIN

INTERNAL AVAILABLE TO ORDER

Offering a more natural look with technical qualities, our latest additions to the wood porcelain range, Ash and Greige
feature a raw natural design picking up on all the details that natural wood offers. Also available for internal use, this
range has a 10mm option with a smoother finish underfoot creating a modern style in your home.

Greige

Ash

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N

Outside - Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Pack Coverage m²

1200

400

2

0.96

Slab thickness 20mm +/-

Inside - Single size packs - Available to order*
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Pack Coverage m²

1200

260

2

0.62

Slab thickness 10mm +/-

This range offers an internal option varying in thickness making your
garden a true extension of your home. Due to slight variations in batches

that can occur, we recommend the customer to order a minimum of 10% extra
to allow for cutting, breakages and patterns.

Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal. Please refer to general information on
page 148 for more details. All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see pages 140 - 141 for
further details.
The internal slabs have a smoother finish and a 10mm thickness in comparision to their external counterpart so as
to be softer underfoot for internal use.
*Lead times will apply when ordering internal.
Speak to your local Digby Stone stockist for more information.
Internal slip rating R10.

Bright ideas
Capture a natural style in your living space while
keeping all the benefits of porcelain tiles with our
internal options from our Wood range.

When using Digby Stone Porcelain products a bonding agent slurry primer MUST be applied on the back of each slab prior to being laid. This can result in residue attaching
to the primer therefore you must clean the slabs during laying and after to ensure no residue remains. There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain products,
intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. For advice on laying porcelain see pages 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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NEW FOR 2019

WOOD PORC ELAI N

GREY WOOD

C OBBLESTONE

BROWN WOOD

WA L N U T W O O D
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WOOD PORC ELAI N

WOOD PORCELAIN
INTERNAL AVAILABLE TO ORDER
Available as large format tiles that mimic the style of wooden planks, these products are designed to help you achieve
the elegant look of natural wood with the added durability and longevity of porcelain. This range continues to feature an
internal option at thickness of 10mm allowing for a seamless transition between your garden and home.

Brown Wood

Walnut Wood

Grey Wood

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N

Outside - Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Pack Coverage m²

1200

400

2

0.96

Slab thickness 20mm +/-

Inside - Single size packs - Available to order*
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Pack Coverage m²

1200

200

2

0.48

Slab thickness 10mm+/-

This range offers an internal option varying in thickness making your
garden a true extension of your home. Due to slight variations in batches

that can occur, we recommend the customer to order a minimum of 10% extra
to allow for cutting,breakages and patterns.

Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal. Please refer to general information on
page 148 for more details. All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see pages 140 - 141 for
further details.
The internal slabs have a smoother finish and a 10mm thickness in comparision to their external counterpart so as
softer underfoot for internal use.
*Lead times will apply when ordering internal.
Speak to your local Digby Stone stockist for more information.
Internal slip rating R9.

Bright ideas
Large format tiles capture all the natural details of the wood
and make a bold statement. For more large format tiles take
a look at our Country Range with new sizes availabe.

When using Digby Stone Porcelain products a bonding agent slurry primer MUST be applied on the back of each slab prior to being laid. This can result in residue attaching
to the primer therefore you must clean the slabs during laying and after to ensure no residue remains. There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain products,
intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. For advice on laying porcelain see pages 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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C OBBLESTONE

This collection is now available internally allowing
your garden to be a true extention of your home.

GREY WOOD (WET)
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C OBBLESTONE

35

UNIVERSAL OAK (WET)

C OBBLESTONE

Also featured - Regale Scout Beige
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WOOD PORC ELAI N

WOOD PORCELAIN
Thanks to the incredible technology used to create our Italian porcelain, the range of wood style products offers the
classic aesthetic of natural wood without any of the potential drawbacks of decking. Each tile features subtle natural
tones and a shallow texture of wood grain across the surface.
Universal Oak is only available exclusively in the sizes below, ideal for a sublime design statement.

Ultra Wood

Universal Oak

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Universal Oak - Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Pack Coverage m²

810

405

2

0.66

Slab thickness 18mm +/-

Ultra Wood - Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Pack Coverage m²

450

450

3

0.61

Non rectified. Slab thickness 18mm +/-

Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal. Please refer to general information on
page 148 for more details.
All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see pages 140 - 141 for further details.
Speak to your Digby Stone stockist for more information.

Bright ideas
The colours above are available exclusively in one
size - excellent for creating a look of natural wood
decking without the maintenance.

When using Digby Stone Porcelain products a bonding agent slurry primer MUST be applied on the back of each slab prior to being laid. This can result in residue attaching
to the primer therefore you must clean the slabs during laying and after to ensure no residue remains. There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain products,
intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. For advice on laying porcelain see pages 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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WOOD PORC ELAI N

For detailed laying guidelines for our porcelain products, turn to page
140 - 141 of this brochure or visit our website at
www.digbystone.com/maintenance-and-laying-guides

U LT R A W O O D
38

WOOD PORC ELAI N

UNIVERSAL OAK
39

C OBBLESTONE

PORTLAND BLACK (WET)
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C O U N T RY P O R C E L A I N

NEW SIZE

NEW SIZE

Due to the popularity of the Country Range we are introducing new sizing and colour tones for 2019, perfect for
creating a captivating garden. With a natural riven style finish and an enticing subtle sparkle in the sunlight, the country
range embodies innovative product, accommodating for a smaller budget.

Portland Black

NEW SIZE

NEW COLOUR

Portland Buff

Portland Grey

*Portland Olive

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Portland - Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Coverage m²

600

600

2

0.72

*800

400

2

0.64

Slab thickness 18mm +/Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal. Please refer to general
information on page 148 for more details.
All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see page 140 - 141 for further details.
*The Portland Olive is only available in the 400x800mm.
The new Portland size *800x400mm cannot be mixed with the 600x600mm sizing due to colour
variations.

Helpful hints
All of our Digby Stone porcelain has many benefits, including
its minimal porosity, meaning that it has a high level of stain
resistance. To watch our video demonstrations, head to our
videos page at www.digbystone.com/videos

When using Digby Stone Porcelain products a bonding agent slurry primer MUST be applied on the back of each slab prior to being laid. This can result in residue
attaching to the primer therefore you must clean the slabs during laying and after to ensure no residue remains. There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain
products, intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. For advice on laying porcelain see pages 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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NEW SIZES ADDED
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C OUNTRY PORC ELAI N

PORTLAND BUFF
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C OUNTRY PORC ELAI N

PORTLAND OLIVE
New for

2019

FOR GUIDANCE OR MORE INFORMATION CALL 0121 585 7477, FIND US ONLINE AT DIGBYSTONE.COM OR COME VISIT OUR EXTERNAL DISPLAY IN HALESOWEN, WEST MIDLANDS, B63 3PD
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For detailed laying guidelines for our porcelain products, turn to
page 140 - 141 of this brochure or visit our website at:
www.digbystone.com/maintenance-and-laying-guides
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FOSSIL BUFF
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EV OLUTI ON STONE

EVOLUTION STONE

“Cloning natural stone in porcelain”
Can’t decide between the beauty of natural stone and the beneficial properties of porcelain? Our Evolution Stone range
brings the best of both worlds together in one stunning collection. We’ve hand selected three of our favourite natural
stone colours from our collection and created exclusive versions of them in porcelain. Whats more, we are offering these in
our classic 4 size project pack, just like our natural stone ranges, as well as single sizes giving you the freedom to choose a
laying pattern to suit you.

Fossil Buff

Black Slate

Rusty Slate

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
4 size project pack 15.28m²
Length mm

Width mm

295

295

No. Slabs
9

600

295

13

600

600

13

900

600

13

Slab thickness 20mm +/-

Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Pack Coverage m²

600

600

40

14.40

Slab thickness 20mm +/-

Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal. Please refer to
general information on page 148 for more details.
All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see pages 140 - 141 for
further details.
The Evolution Stone and Evolution Stone Linear cannot be mixed due to being sourced from
different supplies and differences in colour.

When using Digby Stone Porcelain products a bonding agent slurry primer MUST be applied on the back of each slab prior to being laid. This can result in residue
attaching to the primer therefore you must clean the slabs during laying and after to ensure no residue remains. There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain
products, intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. For advice on laying porcelain see pages 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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EV OLUTI ON STONE

Due to their practical benefits, our porcelain products are highly
stain resistant - scan here with your smartphone to check out
our videos showing how to clean porcelain tiles or visit
www.digbystone.com/videos

B L A C K S L AT E
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R U S T Y S L AT E
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E VOLUTI ON STONE LI NEAR

EVOLUTION STONE

Linear

“Cloning natural stone in porcelain”

G O L D E N H A RV E S T

Evolution Stone Linear is a collection built upon our Evolution Stone range featuring larger format tiles. Including our three
original inspiring colours and one additional tone, Golden Harvest, the range embodies all the details of natural stone and
benefits of porcelain to create your perfect patio. Due to its sizing the Evolution Stone Linear adds an impressive visual
impact to a landscape, however, they can not be mixed with our original Evolution Stone range.

Fossil Buff

Black Slate

Rusty Slate

Golden Harvest

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Coverage m²

900

600

28

15.12

Slab thickness 20mm +/-

Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal. Please refer to
general information on page 148 for more details.
All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see pages 140 - 141 for
further details.
The Evolution Stone and Evolution Stone Linear cannot be mixed due to being sourced
from different supplies and differences in colour.

When using Digby Stone Porcelain products a bonding agent slurry primer MUST be applied on the back of each slab prior to being laid. This can result in residue attaching
to the primer therefore you must clean the slabs during laying and after to ensure no residue remains. There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain products,
intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. For advice on laying porcelain see pages 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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OPULENC E

OPULENCE
Our prestigious Opulence range truly lives up to its name. Crafted with the highest quality stone, Opulence is our most
luxurious paving. Featuring crisp linear edges and a textured surface, both colours are highly favoured by garden
designers. Colonial and Dune have been featured in award-winning RHS show gardens, and could bring a touch of class
to your garden too.

Colonial

Dune

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
3 size project pack 15.28m²
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

450

450

10

600

450

21

750

450

21

Slab thickness 22mm +/-

You may also like...
If you like the finish and colour of our Opulence range
take a look at our Grande range for alternative size
options on page 59.

This product is designed to be laid textured side up.
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For news and garden inspiration follow us on social media
@digbystone or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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GRAND E

GRANDE
Our exquisite Grande range is made exclusively from our most popular sandstone colours. Just as the name suggests,
Grande is made up of extra large slabs with sawn sides that boast elegance and sophistication, making this natural stone
perfect for modern contemporary designs. The surface finish has a slight texture. Due to the size of the slabs, the Grande
range possesses bold distinguished looks that act as a real statement in any garden design.

Flame

Mineral Mist

Sunrise

Colonial

Woodland

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size pack 17.28m²
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

1200

600

24

Slab thickness 25mm +/-

Perfect partners
Looking to give your garden a showstopping
entrance? See our range of contemporary steps
on pages 102 - 105.

HEAVY PRODUCT - Care should be taken when handling to prevent injury and/or damage. Extra assistance may be required.
These products are designed to be laid textured side up.
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GRAND E

FLAME

WOODLAND
Also featured - Olde Marseille Cobbles
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GRAND E

MINERAL MIST

FOR GUIDANCE OR MORE INFORMATION CALL 0121 585 7477, FIND US ONLINE AT DIGBYSTONE.COM OR COME VISIT OUR EXTERNAL DISPLAY IN HALESOWEN, WEST MIDLANDS, B63 3PD
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GRANI TE

GRANITE
If you are looking to imbue your patio with a clean, classic style, look no further than our Granite collection. Finished with
a textured surface, the product has an excellent slip-resistant quality. This product also features sawn straight edges and
is available in a variety of contemporary colours, which makes it the perfect choice if you’re looking to add a modern
aesthetic to your landscape.

Dusk

Ember

Impala Black

Ice

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
4 size project pack 15.28m²
Length mm

Width mm

295

295

No. Slabs
9

600

295

13

600

600

13

900

600

13

Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Coverage m²

600

600

40

14.40

900

600

28

15.12

Slab thickness 22mm +/-

Complete the look
Our Granite range boasts an impressive selection of
complementary products in matching colours to enable you
to create a seamless design. Products include Strips (page 67),
Wedges (page 70) Bullnose Steps (page 105), Setts (pages 115117), Cobbles (page 127), and Spheres (page 131).
Granite may contain natural veins on some of the flags including white veins on Dusk flags. This is a normal characteristic of the stone. For specific granite laying instructions please
see pages 138 - 139. Shade variations will happen in all granite colours, particularly Ice. Some small brown marks may appear in the flags - this is a natural characteristic for granite
and should weather off with time. Moisture transparency may be visible after laying on some projects - this is a natural characteristic for granite and should dry out.
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GRANI TE

It is important when laying granite to ensure you lay the product the right
side up - watch our helpful video guide on “The Right Side of the Slab”
on our videos page by scanning here with your smartphone or visit www.
digbystone.com/videos

ICE
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Also featured - Silver Hand Cut Setts
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GRANI TE STRI PS

GRANITE STRIPS
No matter how big or small your project is, our Granite Strips are a versatile choice for an array of designs. From edgings
and pathways to full garden patios, there are a number of creative ways to include them. This product is available in four
colours to complement our main Granite range, giving you the ability to create an uninterrupted design.

Dusk

Ember

Ice

Impala Black

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size pack 6.75m²
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

900

150

50

Slab thickness 22mm +/-

Complete the look
Our Granite Strips are a versatile accessory to our main
Granite range (page 63) allowing you to mix and match
colours and shapes into your garden scheme.
Granite may contain natural veins on some of the flags, including white veins on Dusk flags. This is a normal characteristic of the stone. For specific granite laying instructions please
see pages 138 - 139. Shade variations will happen in all granite colours, particularly Ice. Some small brown marks may appear in the flags - this is a natural characteristic for granite
and should weather off with time. Moisture transparency may be visible after laying on some projects - this is a natural characteristic for granite and should dry out.
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For news and garden inspiration follow us on social media
@digbystone or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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A l s o f e a t u r e d - D u s k S a w n & Tu m b l e d S e t t s , L i m e s t o n e M y s t i c S k y
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GRANI TE WED GES

GRANITE WEDGES
As an alternative to our Granite Strips we have our Granite Wedges which are ideal for creating a stunning pathway in any
garden, and can accommodate for unusual features with their dynamic shape. They are designed so that they can be
combined with our Granite Strips, making it even easier for you to incorporate them into your design.

Dusk

Ember

Ice

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size pack 6.75m²
Length mm

Short edge
width mm

Long edge
width mm

No pieces

900

100

200

50

Slab thickness 22mm +/-

Free product samples
The beauty of our products is best seen in person! Visit
our website to order samples - we have 100x100mm samples
of many of our products available.
Our samples are free of charge however a small postal charge applies for each sample.

Granite may contain natural veins on some of the flags including white veins on Dusk flags. This is a normal characteristic of the stone. For specific granite laying instructions please
see pages 138 - 139. Shade variations will happen in all granite colours, particularly Ice. Some small brown marks may appear in the flags - this is a natural characteristic for granite
and should weather off with time. Moisture transparency may be visible after laying on some projects - this is a natural characteristic for granite and should dry out.
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GRANI TE SQUARES

GRANITE SQUARES
Produced from granite, our Squares are finished with a textured surface and sawn edges for a clean cut look. The colours
featured in this range work well on their own or combined together to create a individual style. The contemporary sizing
make them an excellent choice for more space restrictive areas.

Charcoal

Frost

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size pack 20.25m²
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

450

450

100

Slab thickness 20mm +/-

You may also like...
Like the size of our granite squares? We also offer this size in
many of our Regale Italian Porcelain colours (pages 21 - 29)as
well as our Ultra Wood (page 37).

Granite may contain natural veins on some of the flags, including white veins on Charcoal flags. This is a normal characteristic of the stone. For specific granite laying instructions
please see pages 138 - 139. Shade variations will happen in all granite colours, particularly Ice. Some small brown marks may appear in the flags - this is a natural
characteristic for granite and should weather off with time. Moisture transparency may be visible after laying on some projects - this is a natural characteristic for granite and should
dry out.
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DOVE GREY
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B R A Z I L I A N S L AT E
Subtle, sleek and sophisticated, our new slate collection comes with two colour choices, creating a look that can be
generated into either a traditional or contemporary design dependent on your needs. Our new Raven Black colour offers
a more tradditional look whilst the Dove Grey is a more unusual option in slate, perfect for creating a avant-garde design.

Dove Grey

Raven Black

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
4 size project pack 15.28m²
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

295

295

9

600

295

13

600

600

13

900

600

13

Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Coverage m²

600

600

40

14.40

900

600

28

15.12

Slab thickness 22mm +/-

Finishing touches
Garden features are a great way to finish your landscape
look. Our Olive Black slate cladding is perfect for creating a
feaure or offering a old wall a new look.

Some white marks may appear - this is a natural characteristic of slate. Some minor delaminating may happen at the early stage of installation - this is normal.
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LI MESTONE AGED

LIMESTONE AGED
Our Limestone Aged is a paving option that offers traditional style and elegant good looks. Exclusive to one colour choice,
it features a broad spectrum of warm golden tones combined with a tumbled texture. While it is suited to period styled
properties due to its vintage weathered aesthetics and its subdued pastel tones, it will easily be at home in any landscape.

Harvest

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
3 size project pack 15.28m²
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

450

450

10

600

450

21

750

450

21

Slab thickness 22mm +/-

You may also like...
Our Aged ranges are perfect for traditional style homes - we
also offer sandstone in a rustic tumbled finish (page 89).

It is advisable to seal the flags if laying indoors to avoid staining, however we would advise you seek special advice from an installer or your stockist with regards to your specific
project. Due to the tumbling process products may appear lighter prior to weathering. This product may display natural veining - while they may at first appear to look like cracks
these veins do not affect the durability of the slab. Veins are a natural characteristic and a permanent feature of the stone. Veins should be considered part of the beauty of
natural stone and not a defect.
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A l s o f e a t u r e d - D u s k S a w n & Tu m b l e d S e t t s
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LI MESTONE C LASSI C

LIMESTONE CLASSIC
Our Limestone Classic offers an exceptional aesthetic coming in two colour tones. Unlike its aged counterpart, classic would
be well at home in contemporary surroundings due to the bold tones and sawn edges, making for a distinct clean style.

Harvest

Mystic Sky

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
4 size project pack 15.28m²
Length mm

Width mm

295

295

No. Slabs
9

600

295

13

600

600

13

900

600

13

Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

Coverage m²

600

600

40

14.40

900

600

28

15.12

Slab thickness 22mm +/-

You may also like...
If you like the dramatic look of Mystic Sky, why not have a
look at our range of stunning dark greys across our porcelain
ranges (pages 9 -53).

Some minor delaminating may happen at the early stage of installation (particularly on Harvest) - this is normal with limestone and the durability of the slabs will not be affected.
Mystic Sky can lighten as a result of natural weathering - you may wish to look at sealing the product, please consult your stockist for more advice with your project.
Harvest may display natural veining - while they may at first appear to look like cracks these veins do not affect the durability of the slab. Veins are a natural characteristic and a
permanent feature of the stone. Veins should be considered part of the beauty of natural stone and not a defect.
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For news and garden inspiration follow us on social media
@digbystone or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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FLAME
A l s o f e a t u r e d - D u s k S a w n & Tu m b l e d S e t t s
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STY LI S

STYLIS
Let our Sandstone Stylis range pave the way to sophistication and elegance in your garden. The range comprises of
striking colours that are delivered in the form of flags sawn on all faces, providing a clean and refined look. The surface
finish has a subtle texture. Both the Woodland and Sunrise in this range have been featured in award-winning RHS show
gardens, so choosing Stylis will be sure to bring the element of style to your home exterior.

Woodland

Flame

Sunrise

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
4 size project pack 15.28m²
Length mm

Width mm

295

295

9

600

295

13

600

600

13

900

600

13

Slab thickness 22mm +/-

Complete the look
For an alternative look in our Stylis colours, why not look at our
Grande range on page 59? Each of the colours in this range is
also available in this large format size which can be mixed in
for a more creative laying design.

This product is designed to be laid textured side up.
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Our Sandstone Stylis range offers a look of luxury. Why not take a look
at our sandstone premium range with a broader selection of colour tones
https://www.digbystone.com/browse-by-range/sandstone-premium/
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FOREST GLEN (AGED)
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SAND STONE AGED

SANDSTONE AGED
Sandstone Aged suits most traditional garden settings by offering an authentic time worn look. Through a number of
finishing processes, our Aged range is given its softened edges and smoother riven surface. The range has been designed
to be ideally suited to period or older properties.

Forest Glen

Sunrise

Twilight

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
4 size project pack 15.22m²
Length mm

Width mm

290

290

No. Slabs
9

600

290

13

600

600

13

900

600

13

Slab thickness 22mm +/-

Free product samples
The beauty of our products is best seen in person! Visit
our website to order samples - we have 100x100mm samples
of many of our products available.
Our samples are free of charge however a small postal charge applies for each sample.

Some minor delaminating may happen at the early stage of installation - this is normal with sandstone and the durability of the slabs will not be affected.
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SAND STONE AGED

SUNRISE (AGED)

FOR GUIDANCE OR MORE INFORMATION CALL 0121 585 7477, FIND US ONLINE AT DIGBYSTONE.COM OR COME VISIT OUR EXTERNAL DISPLAY IN HALESOWEN, WEST MIDLANDS, B63 3PD
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TWILIGHT (AGED)
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SAND STONE PREMI UM

SANDSTONE PREMIUM
Sandstone Premium is one of our most enduringly popular ranges. Meticulously handcrafted and hand selected, it features
chisel-dressed edges and a natural riven surface to offer a classic natural stone appearance. The riven surface also serves
to enhance the colouration of the stone. The character of this stone makes it a firm favourite and is an adaptable choice
for traditional or contemporary designs.

Barley Fields

Forest Glen

Fossil Mint

Mountain Mist

Sunrise

Twilight

Sunset

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
4 size project pack 15.22m²
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

290

290

9

600

290

13

600

600

13

900

600

13

Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

290

290

70

Coverage m²
5.89

600

290

85

14.79

600

600

40

14.40

900

600

28

15.12

Slab thickness 22mm +/Single size packs available in Forest Glen, Fossil Mint, Mountain Mist,
Sunrise & Sunset.
Single size packs of other colours available as special order - speak to
your Digby Stone stockist for further information.

Some minor delaminating may happen at the early stage of installation - this is normal with sandstone and the durability of the slabs will not be affected.
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SUNRISE
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SAND STONE PREMI UM

BARLEY FIELDS

TWILIGHT
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FOREST GLEN
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SAND STONE PREMI UM

SUNSET

FOSSIL MINT
FOR GUIDANCE OR MORE INFORMATION CALL 0121 585 7477, FIND US ONLINE AT DIGBYSTONE.COM OR COME VISIT OUR EXTERNAL DISPLAY IN HALESOWEN, WEST MIDLANDS, B63 3PD
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SUNSET CIRCLE 3.46m
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SAND STONE C I RC LES

SANDSTONE CIRCLES
Circles are an optimal way to create a focal point for many garden designs. With a comprehensive spectrum of colours and
natural variations, they can be placed alone as a dominant statement or placed alongside our paving for a more subtle
aesthetic. Alternatively, they could be incorporated as a step feature in a staggered or multiple level garden design layout.

Forest Glen

Fossil Mint

Mountain Mist

Sunset

Sunrise

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Number of pieces in circle packs Circle Size

Centre

Ring 1

Ring 2

Ring 3

Ring 4

1.8m

1

12

20

-

-

2.4m

1

12

20

20

-

3.46m*

1

12

20

20

20

Corner infill sets available as optional extra by special order.
*This circle size diameter measures at 3.46m without corner infill sets and at 3.6m when corner infill
sets are added. For 1.8m and 2.4m circles diameters remain the same with or without corner set.
All sizes are nominal.
Slab thickness 22mm +/-

1.8m

2.4m

3.46m*

We suggest that you first dry lay the circle to ascertain the correct position before final fixing. Some minor delaminating may happen at the early stage of installation - this is normal
with sandstone and the durability of the slabs will not be affected. When laying circles, it is recommended that you start laying from the inside to the outside.
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SAND STONE C I RC LES

SUNRISE CIRCLE 3.46m

FOR GUIDANCE OR MORE INFORMATION CALL 0121 585 7477, FIND US ONLINE AT DIGBYSTONE.COM OR COME VISIT OUR EXTERNAL DISPLAY IN HALESOWEN, WEST MIDLANDS, B63 3PD
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FOSSIL MINT CIRCLE 2.4m (WET)
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SAND STONE STEPS

FOREST GLEN
A l s o f e a t u r e d - F o r e s t B l e n d Wa l l i n g

COLONIAL (WET)
Also featured - Porcelain Gigante Greige
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SAND STONE STEPS

SANDSTONE STEPS
Our Sandstone Steps range is made up of five of our most popular sandstone colours. With sawn straight edges, a textured
surface and full bullnosed front edge, these steps have the perfect balance of style and practicality. Whether used alone
or alongside their counterpart paving, our steps will be sure to add a touch of grandeur to any design.

Forest Glen

Sunrise

Fossil Mint

Colonial

Mountain Mist

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size pack
Length mm

Width mm

No. Steps

1000

350

20

Step thickness 40mm +/-

Perfect partners
Our steps are an ideal partner for any of our sandstone
ranges, particularly the Stylis range (page 83). They will create
the perfect entrance to your garden design.

Please note due to the nature of natural stone, steps may vary in colour from piece to piece.
HEAVY PRODUCT - Care should be taken when handling to prevent injury and/or damage. Extra assistance may be required.
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GRANI TE STEPS

GRANITE STEPS
Add the finishing touch to your Granite project with our Granite bullnosed steps. Produced in the same four classic
colours as the rest of our granite paving and accessories, the steps range allows for you to add a coherent feature to
complete your patio.

Dusk

Ember

Ice

Impala Black

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size pack
Length mm

Width mm

No. Steps

1000

350

20

Step thickness 40mm +/-

Complete the look
Don’t forget to look throughout this brochure to see the
different products in our Granite family, ranging from Strips
and Wedges to Setts and Cobbles.

Please note due to the nature of natural stone, steps may vary in colour from piece to piece.
HEAVY PRODUCT - Care should be taken when handling to prevent injury and/or damage. Extra assistance may be required.
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WALLI NG

FOREST BLEND
Also featured - Forest Glen Bullnose Steps

SUNSET BLEND
Also featured - Sunset and Twilight Sandstone Premium
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WALLI NG

WA L L I N G
Either as a feature or a practical retaining addition, our Sandstone Walling is a timeless and tactile solution for your garden.
Each block is hand cut and tumbled to create an aged finish, making every piece unique. The colours available have been
chosen to complement many of our other natural stone products, allowing them to blend seamlessly with any scheme.

Sunset Blend

Forest Blend

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Approx 5m² (facing) pack information
Length mm

Width mm

No. Bricks

215

100

317

All sizes are nominal.
Brick thickness 55-75mm +/-

Bright ideas
Our walling and cladding ranges are a great way to
add interesting focal points to your garden scheme - see our
Porcelain Brickslips (page 109) and our new
Wall Cladding (page 113) for more inspiration.
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PORC ELAI N BRI C K SLI PS

PORCELAIN BRICKSLIPS
Our range of Porcelain Brickslips can create the perfect feature both inside and out. Whether they are used to improve
the look of an existing wall or to create a brand new feature, this innovative product allows you to explore distinctive
designs with genuine character. To enable you to create a seamless finish, we also offer tiles to fit outer corners
- see below for details.

Ancient Rome

Umbrian Earth

Old Florence

Manhattan White

Berlin Red

London Smoke

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size boxes
Length mm

Width mm

Pieces Per Box

Box Coverage facing m²

310

74

34

0.91

Corner pieces
Length mm

Short edge mm

Width mm

No. Pieces

310

155

74

12

Corner pieces can be sold individually.
Brickslips and corner pieces have a thickness of 10mm +/-.

Our Porcelain Brickslips can also be used internally to create a
contemporary exposed brick design.
Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal.
Please refer to general information on page 146 for more details.
All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see page 140 - 141 for further details.

Bright ideas
Our range of brickslips are also suitable for use indoors - they
are ideal for creating a bold statement or feature in any room.
They are also suitable for use in kitchens and bathrooms.

There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain products, intended to mirror and enhance the brick effect.
When being used outside, please ensure a suitable outdoor waterproof tile adhesive is used - speak to your stockist for more information.
For advice on laying porcelain see page 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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LONDON SMOKE

OLD FLORENCE
INSIDE

FOR GUIDANCE OR MORE INFORMATION CALL 0121 585 7477, FIND US ONLINE AT DIGBYSTONE.COM OR COME VISIT OUR EXTERNAL DISPLAY IN HALESOWEN, WEST MIDLANDS, B63 3PD
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M A N H AT TA N W H I T E

BERLIN RED

Also featured - Granite Dusk Strips and
Regale Porcelain in Scout Fog

INSIDE

ANCIENT ROME

BERLIN RED

INSIDE
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WA L L C L A D D I N G
Our Wall Cladding is a bold solution for covering unsightly walls or creating brand new features within your garden design,
now available in both Slate and Sandstone. Whilst the Slate embodies a natural eye catching beauty the new Z-shaped
Sandstone slips feature two of our favourite colour tones, Sunrise and Mountain Mist, for a more subtle aesthetic.

Olive Black

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

Oyster Shell

Mountain Mist

Sunrise

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size boxes
Slate
Length mm

Width mm

Pieces Per Box

Box Coverage facing m²

600

150

7

0.63

Piece thickness 10mm - 15mm +/-

Sandstone
Length mm

Width mm

Pieces Per Box

Box Coverage facing m²

600

150

6

0.54

Piece thickness 17mm - 30mm +/-

Our Wall Cladding can also be used internally to create a contemporary
exposed wall design.
Cladding can range from approximately 10 - 30mm due to the product being made up of
split peices. This is a guide measurement only.

Bright ideas
Our gardens are now often considered as outdoor rooms, and
walling features are a great way to create separate spaces in
the garden for different occasions. They are also an
inventive way to add a feature to bring height to a design.

Some white marks may appear - this is a natural characteristic of slate. Some minor delaminating may happen at the early stage of installation - this is normal, particularly on
Oyster Shell, and the durability of the slabs will not be affected. Some minor delaminating may happen at the early stage of installation - this is normal with sandstone and the
durability of the slabs will not be affected.
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NEW COLOURS FOR 2019

WALL C LAD D I NG

HAND C UTT SETTS

JET
Also featured - Mountain Mist Sandstone Premium

S I LV E R & J E T ( W E T )
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HAND C UTT SETTS

HAND CUT SETTS
Produced in naturally hard-wearing granite, these setts provide a classic look whether used as edgings or as a feature.
From cool glacial tones to brighter bolder colourings these hand cut setts are finished to give them a charming coarse
texture. If laid correctly on a full bed of mortar with suitable foundations they can be used on driveways for domestic use.

Silver

Astral Grey

Jet

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size pack 10m² - Silver & Jet
Length mm

Width mm

No. Setts

100

100

1000

All sizes are nominal.
Sett thickness approx 30-50mm +/-

Available in Astral Grey only
Single size packs
Length mm

Width mm

No. Setts approx

Pack size m2 approx

100

100

400

4

200

100

200

4

All sizes are nominal.
Sett thickness approx 100mm +/- for both sizes in Astral Grey. As the packing of this
product is based on weight the number of setts is subject to variation of up to 30%
approx.
These products are suitable for use on driveways in a domestic setting however laying
guidelines must be followed - for specific advice on laying driveways see pages 138 - 139.
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ICE
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SAWN & TUMBLED SETTS

S AW N & T U M B L E D S E T T S
If you are looking for a perfect combination of style and practicality, our Sawn & Tumbled Setts will meet your design
requirements. These Setts are produced in granite in colours to match our main granite range.
They are first sawn for a clean cut, then tumbled to give each piece a softened aged finish.

Dusk

Ice

Ember

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size pack 10m²
Length mm

Width mm

No. Setts

100

100

1000

All sizes are nominal.
Sett thickness 22mm +/-

These products are suitable for use on driveways in a domestic setting however laying
guidelines must be followed - for specific advice on laying driveways see pages 138 - 139.

Finishing touches
Think outside the box with our Setts range - their versatility
means that they can be used for all sorts of creative features.
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SUNSET BLEND

FOREST BLEND
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AGE OLD TUMBLED SETTS

AGE OLD TUMBLED SETTS
With our Age Old Tumbled Setts, there is no need to limit your creativity. Blending smoothly with our Sandstone Aged and
Premium ranges, their broad spectrum of colour tones and traditional “weathered” appearance make these setts the
ideal choice for any design. This adaptable product will help you to create a garden with a real sense of period charm
and character.

Sunset Blend

Forest Blend

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size pack 14.99m²
Length mm

Width mm

No. Setts

140

140

765

All sizes are nominal.
Sett thickness 22mm +/-

These products are suitable for use on driveways in a domestic setting however laying
guidelines must be followed - for specific advice on laying driveways see pages 138 - 139.

Bright Ideas
Both of the colour choices compliment many of our
other natural stone products. Why not take a look
at our Sandstone Premium range on page 93 to
complete your garden design.

Due to the tumbling process products may appear lighter prior to weathering.
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PORC ELAI N C OBBLES

PORCELAIN COBBLES
SELECT COLOURS AVAILABLE TO ORDER
Our innovative Porcelain Cobbles encapsulate the superb vintage feeling of the traditional with all of the practical
benefits of porcelain. Virtually indistinguishable from natural stone cobbles, a delicate mix of hues add to their charm.

Namur

Porfido

Gent

Cotto

Rocks

available to order*

Bruges

available to order*

available to order*

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size boxes
Length mm

Width mm

Pieces Per Box

Box Coverage m²

200

200

12

0.49

300

200

7

0.43

Slab thickness 20mm +/Due to the kiln firing process, sizes for all porcelain products are nominal. Please refer to general information
on page 148 for more details.
All porcelain products have specific laying instructions - please see pages 140 - 141 for further details.
*Gent, Rocks and Bruges colour varieties are only available by special order, therefore lead times will apply.
Speak to your Digby Stone stockist for more information.
These products are suitable for use on driveways in a domestic setting however laying
guidelines must be followed - for specific advice on laying driveways see pages 138 - 139.

You may also like...
If you like the rustic look of cobbles, we also offer a variety of
cobbles in natural stone including Olde Marseille Cobbles on
page 125, Granite Aged Cobbles on page 127 and Aged
Grande Cobbles on page 129.
When using Digby Stone Porcelain products a bonding agent slurry primer MUST be applied on the back of each slab prior to being laid. This can result in residue attaching
to the primer therefore you must clean the slabs during laying and after to ensure no residue remains. There will be subtle shade variation in our porcelain products,
intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. For advice on laying porcelain see pages 140 - 141 or visit our website at www.digbystone.com
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Our growing range of porcelain products have something for everyone. Freshen up
your landscape with our porcelain cobble https://www.digbystone.com/browse-byrange/porcelain/porcelain-cobbles/

PORFIDO
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OLDE MARSEILLE

OLDE MARSEILLE
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O LD E MARSEI LLE C OBBLES

OLDE MARSEILLE COBBLES
Encapsulate the look of provincial French beauty with our Olde Marseille Cobbles. Whether used in edging projects
or complete patio areas, Olde Marseille can provide your garden with a romantic yet practical aesthetic. Produced
exclusively in one colour choice, with a traditional weathered finish and smooth round edges, this product looks most at
home styled with period properties, although would bring ample charm to any landscape.

Olde Marseille

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
3 size project pack 10.5m²
Length mm

Width mm

No. Cobbles

150

100

140

150

150

140

250

150

140

All sizes are nominal.
Cobble thickness 30mm +/These products are suitable for use on driveways in a domestic setting however laying
guidelines must be followed - for specific advice on laying driveways see pages 138 - 139.

Finishing touches
Our Olde Marseille Cobbles are ideal for adding a final
flourish to a patio design, particularly when used as edgings
or to define pathways. Try mixing and matching with other
products for a garden design that’s full of character.
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Also featured - Silver Hand Cut Setts
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GRANITE AGED COBBLES
If you are looking to create a traditional country look, our four size Granite Aged Cobbles feature hand cut edges and a
tumbled finish to achieve their classic antique appearance. This product is also ideal for domestic driveway use provided
that laying guidelines are followed.

Dusk

Ember

Ice

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
4 size project pack 15m²
Length mm

Width mm

No. Cobbles

140

140

150

175

140

120

235

140

105

295

140

120

All sizes are nominal.
Cobble thickness 30mm +/These products are suitable for use on driveways in a domestic setting however laying
guidelines must be followed - for specific advice on laying driveways see pages 138 - 139.

You may also like...
If you are inspired by the stylish look of our Granite Aged
Cobbles, why not check out our Porcelain
Cobbles option on page 121, to achieve a classic cobbled
appearance with the added benefits of porcelain.
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SUNSET BLEND

TWILIGHT BLEND
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AGED GRAND E C OBBLES

AGED GRANDE COBBLES
Make a break from uniformity for your garden or driveway solution with the versatile sizes in our Aged Grande Cobbles
range. Offering an attractive and authentic time-worn look, they will be sure to make your landscape stand out from the
rest. With softened edges and produced with a smooth riven surface, this range is ideally suited to older properties.

Forest Blend

Twilight Blend

Sunset Blend

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
4 size project pack 10.71m²
Length mm

Width mm

No. Cobbles

200

150

41

200

200

57

300

200

38

400

300

41

All sizes are nominal.
Cobble thickness 30mm +/-

These products are suitable for use on driveways in a domestic setting however laying
guidelines must be followed - for specific advice on laying driveways see pages 138 - 139.

Complete the look
Why not try mixing and matching our Aged Grande Cobbles
with our Sandstone Aged, on page 89, available in the same
distinctive colour options.

Some minor delaminating may happen at the early stage of installation - this is normal with Sandstone and the durability of the cobbles will not be affected.
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DUSK SPHERES
Also featured - Granite Ember paving and Olde Marseille Cobbles

DUSK SPHERES
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GRANI TE SPHERES

GRANITE SPHERES
Looking for the finishing touch to help your garden design stand out our Granite Spheres are superb for creating an
ornamental feature, either alone or with other products as part of a grand entrance. They are available in three of our
most popular granite colours, to enable you to mix and match with the rest of our ranges either to create a seamless
design or a bold statement in your garden scheme.

Dusk

Ember

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
Single size (sold individually)
Diameter mm
300

Bright ideas
If you are inspired by unusual features, our product range has
a variety of options to choose from, including our characterful
Granite Wedges on page 71 and our new Wall Cladding on
page 113.
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V ALUE STONE

VA L U E S T O N E
Our ever popular Value Stone is a range consisting of four colour blends, offering a natural stone choice at a lower cost.
The stone is finished with riven surfaces and hand cut edges for a more traditional look, meaning you can have all the style
natural stone can bring to your garden even on a smaller budget.

R A N G E I N F O R M AT I O N
4 size project pack 15.22m²
Length mm

Width mm

290

290

No. Slabs
9

600

290

13

600

600

13

900

600

13

Slab thickness 15-22mm +/-

FOREST
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H E L P F U L I N F O R M AT I O N
A variety of resources to help you choose, install and maintain your Digby Stone patio
To support the information provided in this brochure, we also have a variety of information guides available on our website
which contain more detail about our products, laying guidelines and maintenance advice.

W W W. D I G B Y S T O N E . C O M

TECHNICAL
GUIDE
Our technical guide provides
detailed information about Digby
Stone products including weights,
sizes, colour variations and wet/dry
comparisons for each product.
It also contains a comprehensive
selection of laying patterns for
many of our products.

MAINTENANCE AND
L AY I N G G U I D E
Includes our step by step laying
guide for natural stone and
porcelain, top do’s and dont’s for
installing your patio and advice
on how to keep your Digby Stone
patio looking its very best.

TROUBLESHOOTING
GUIDE
Our troubleshooting guide offers
detailed advice and information
about identifying various natural
occurrences and installation issues
when using our products.

L AY I N G PAT T E R N S
www.digbystone.com/laying-patterns

PAT I O P L A N N E R
www.digbystone.com/patio-planner

There is a small selection of laying patterns available on
pages 142 - 143 of this brochure. Our full online library of
laying patterns contains a variety of different options for
Digby Stone products. Please note that circle segment
measurements are approximate only and all patterns may
or may not include joints.

To get inspiration and ideas for your patio design, why not
try our new Patio Planner program? Use our patio visualiser
to try out different laying styles and paving options for your
project. The program also contains a series of calculating
tools to help you work out quantities and areas, as well
as a cost tool for your chosen paving. Visit our website to
download the program. Here you will also find a
walkthrough video to help you get to know the program
and all of its features.

Pack size information for each product is outlined on the
product pages throughout this brochure as well as on
product pages on our website. For further technical
information on products please visit our helpful guides
page on our website where you can find our technical
guide at www.digbystone.com.

At time of print our Patio Planner program is in the beta stage
of development. Full terms and conditions of use are available
on our website for the patio planner program. Always ensure
you consult with your landscaper to produce a full plan for your
project.
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Ensure you follow our 9 guidelines to achieve patio success
For full laying guidelines for natural stone and porcelain see pages 138 - 141

View as large an area of your
chosen paving as possible
before purchasing to ensure
you are happy with your
choice - contact us to find
out your nearest stockist.

Inspect your product to make
sure you are completely happy
before you lay. We advise that
dry laying products before
laying them permanently is the
ideal way to do this.

N4
Always lay paving on a full
bed of mortar and never
use the spot bed method see our step by step laying
guides for more advice on
this.

Never butt joint paving when
laying - you should always use an
appropriate joint for your chosen
product. Digby Stone products
should be laid with a minimum
10mm joint.

Only use appropriate
products for driveways look out for the car symbol
throughout this brochure to
see which products are
suitable when laid in
accordance with guidelines
(see pages 138 - 139 for
more information).

4

Always use a neat SBR
bonding agent on the back
of natural stone, and always
use a slurry primer on the
back of porcelain tiles.

full mortar
bed

4
mortar
spots

8

Always mix packs whilst
laying to achieve an overall
blended appearance.

8

4

Never use brick acid or
acidic cleaning products on
natural stone. Always check
that cleaning products are
suitable for use on porcelain.

N

Ask your Digby Stone stockist
for advice on sealants and
jointing compounds.

?
)
(

Please note that all recommendations/instructions are given as guidance only and Digby Trading Ltd accepts no liability for any loss, damage or injury howsoever caused as a
result of following them. Please refer to our website for our full terms and conditions. Always work in a safe manner in accordance with current health & safety legislation. For
advice on this tel: 0300 003 1747 or visit www.hse.gov.uk.
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DIGBY’S TOP TIPS

SUPPORT FROM DIGBY STONE
HOW TO BUY

PRODUCT SAMPLES

If you would like to make any enquiries about purchasing
our products, please get in touch with our sales team who
will direct you to your nearest Digby Stone stockist. We are
proud to support our network of stockists across the UK and
as such do not sell directly to the public.

To help you get a better understanding of the feel and
texture of our products, we encourage you to see the
stone in person before making your decision. A good
starting point for this is to view product samples - we offer
100x100mm samples of many of our products. You can
order these via our website - simply visit the page of the
product you are interested in and follow the instructions.
Samples are free of charge, however a small postal
charge applies.

Many of our stockists have displays and samples of our
products to view before making your final decision on your
product. Our head office in Halesowen West Midlands
also has an extensive display of products - if you would
like to come and visit us please use the contact form
on our website or contact our sales team to book an
appointment on 0121 585 7477.
(Please note that we are a working yard, therefore
we have limited opening times for visitors ((10am - 3pm
Mon-Fri)). You must book an appointment prior to your visit
so that we can ensure a member of our team is available
to show you around).

)
(
0121
585 7477

Your Digby Stone stockist may also have a range of
samples which you can view to get a better idea of
your chosen products. See opposite to understand the
importance of seeing your stone before making your final
choice.

S TA N D A R D S O F E T H I C A L T R A D I N G
Digby Stone does visit and monitor all aspects of the
supply chain, including quality, working conditions and
general employment practices. We aim to deliver
products manufactured to the highest technical and
ethical standards.

Digby Stone is committed to trading relationships that are
commercially viable and ethical. Whilst we do not belong
to any organisations ourselves, we support fair trade and
operate with suppliers who comply with our ethical trading
policy. We regularly appraise our suppliers against these
criteria.

Digby Stone is committed to the following principles:
• To treat employees fairly and equitably.
• To operate ethically and with integrity.
• To respect basic human rights.
• To sustain the environment for future generations.
• To be a caring neighbour in the community.

This policy sets out the minimum labour standards that we
expect our suppliers to comply with:
• Employment is freely chosen.
• Working conditions are safe and hygienic.
• Child Labour is not used (child meaning below the age
of 14 years old, unless local minimum age law stipulates
a higher age of work or mandatory schooling, in which
case the higher age shall apply).
• Wages and benefits meet the minimum standard.
• Working hours are not excessive.
• No discrimination is practised.
• Human and Civil Rights are respected.
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When selecting your Digby Stone, it is important to remember that the colours of the product will be enhanced when
wet. Some products will have a dramatic spectrum of colours, particularly our granite and sandstone ranges, so even
when it’s raining outside your patio will look beautiful. As porcelain has a minimal porosity rating, the colour of the
product when wet won’t change dramatically, however porcelain does reflect light differently when wet therefore
colours may appear slightly different.
To see detailed wet and dry comparison swatches, visit our website and take a look at our technical guide, which also
contains a range of colour swatches of each product.
We encourage you to visit your local Digby Stone stockist to view a large area of your chosen paving, both wet and
dry, in order to get a good idea of the colour variation you may expect. While photographs are a great way to get
inspiration and an idea of what to expect from our products, it is important to see the stone or porcelain in person
before purchasing to ensure that you have a good idea of all of the qualities of the product.

D RY

WET

Each piece of natural stone and porcelain should be inspected prior to laying as pieces will vary. No returns can be accepted once the product is
installed. Please view our full terms and conditions on our website for more information at www.digbystone.com.
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W E T & D RY C O M PA R I S O N

S T E P - B Y - S T E P L AY I N G G U I D E L I N E S - N AT U R A L S T O N E
Tools needed for both natural stone and porcelain:
Gloves & Eye protection
Rubber mallet
Face mask
Soft broom
Knee pads & steel toe boots Compactor plate
Ear defenders
Tape measure
Slate marker
Pegs & line
Spade
Spirit level
Pointing tool
Hammer & Chisel/Disc cutter
Trowel
Tile cutter (Bench saw)

Materials needed:
Paving slabs
Sharp sand
Mortar
Watering can & rose
Bonding agent
Pointing material

IMPORTANT: All Digby Stone products
are designed for domestic landscaping
use only. Contact us for information on
commercial projects. Products are not
designed for use on driveways unless
stated - suitable products are marked
in this brochure with the car symbol
(domestic use only). Ensure driveway
laying guidelines are followed.

We would strongly recommend that gloves, eye protection, face mask, knee pads, steel toe boots, suitable protective clothing & ear defenders are used accordingly. Training
may be needed to operate certain equipment. Always work in a safe manner in accordance with current health and safety legislation.
For advice, telephone 0300 003 1747 or visit www.hse.gov.uk

1. CHECK YOUR PRODUCT
Before any work is carried out, each piece of natural stone
should be inspected prior to laying as pieces will vary. No
returns can be accepted once the product is installed, so
it is important to confirm you are happy with your product
before proceeding. When work begins, ensure the area is
cleared of all vegetation and debris. Then, ideally using a
scaled drawing of your planned area, you can start plot
pointing by marking out the space using pegs and a string
line.

2 . P R E PA R E Y O U R B A S E
Dig the ground to a depth of approximately 150mm below
the finished patio level (or 200mm deep below the finished
driveway level), making sure the soil is compact.

3 . L AY Y O U R H A R D C O R E
In the now excavated area spread a layer approximately
100mm deep of hardcore (or 150mm deep for driveways).
Remember to leave room for the thickness of the flags
and 30-50mm of mortar. Compact the layer of hardcore
thoroughly, ideally using a plate compactor. Foundations
must not be laid on water saturated ground as they may
sink in time, creating uneven paving. Extra drainage may
be required.

4 . L AY Y O U R S L A B S
Once happy with the layout, using your line and pegs
as a reference you can start laying your flags down on
a full bed of slightly wet mortar mix 30-50mm deep. For
the mortar mix we advise 1 part cement to 5 parts sharp
sand (some contractors use a 50/50 mixture of building
and sharp sand). All products must be laid on a full bed
of mortar, especially when laying a driveway. A full bed
of mortar is key to help reduce moisture transparency or
discolouration, as well as to provide a solid base for the
patio.
A bonding agent should be used to help the slabs adhere
to the mortar bed and provide a waterproof barrier. An
neat SBR bonding agent (not PVA) should be painted
on to the back of each slab before laying when using

Check - Are you mixing slabs
from different packs as you lay?
Ensure that you mix slabs from different packs as you are laying,
rather than laying one pack at a time. Mixing slabs from different
packs is the only way to achieve a blended colour appearance
and not create a patchwork look when using more than one
pack.

natural stone (see overleaf for specific advice on laying
porcelain) . Use a rubber mallet to gently tap down the
flags and a spirit level to check the patio is uniformly level,
being careful to check you follow your slope level as you
go along. To provide suitable run-off during wet weather a
fall angle must be considered. Falls must be angled away
from buildings or structures at an incline of 1:60 or steeper.
An adequate drainage outlet source should be present at
the end of the patio’s run off edge. A planning officer may
need to be consulted for further advice.
It is important to note that Digby Stone products are not
designed to be butt jointed, and a suggested joint of
approx 10mm should be used. For products with an aged
finish we suggest to increase the joint size accordingly in
order to accomodate for any potential variations in edges
(between 15 - 20mm approx).

5 . C U T T I N G N AT U R A L S T O N E
Once the main area of the patio is laid down and there
are slabs that need cutting, in the case of natural stone a
disc cutter with a suitable attachment or a hammer and
chisel is needed to shape your flags effectively (please see
our porcelain laying advice overleaf for specific guidance
on cutting porcelain tiles). Once happy with the shapes
of the now cut flags you may lay them down (refer to step
4) on a full bed of slightly wet mortar mix. Using a rubber
mallet, gently tap down the flags and use a spirit level to
check for a uniform flatness (taking into account a fall).

6. CHECK YOUR JOINTS
Once the patio has been fully laid, ideally allow a few days
for the mortar to set. There are several ways of sealing the
joints between paving slabs - the installer must determine
the most appropriate method to use. Some use a cement
based mortar mix and so create a solid, inflexible joint.
Others use a modern jointing compound that brushes in
and hardens with contact with the air, commonly known as
paving jointing compound. See the porcelain laying guide
overleaf for specific porcelain laying instructions. When
using any jointing products always follow manufacturer’s
instructions.

Check - Are you laying the
product the correct way
facing up?
Our natural stone paving is designed to be laid with the largest
surface area facing upwards. Calibration marks (straight grooves)
and all perfectly sawn flat surfaces (present in granite, stylis,
opulence and grande ranges) are designed to be laid this way
down. Our porcelain is designed to be laid cross-hatched texture
138 face down.

H E L P F U L I N F O R M AT I O N

Natural
stone slab
Apply neat SBR bonding
agent to back of slab to
assist bonding
Full mortar bed 30-50mm
(do not use spot
laying method)
Compressed hardcore
sub-base 100mm
(type 1 material)
Ground dug out
150mm deep

Ensure that you follow your slope
level as you lay (a fall of 1:60 is
usually adequate)

Tap slabs down to ensure
maximum contact with
mortar

For demos and helpful advice,
check out the videos section of
our website - we cover a range
of topics including how to
determine the right side of the
slab and variations in natural
stone.
www.digbystone.com/videos

I M P O R TA N T I N F O R M AT I O N
Slate, granite ice and granite frost
These products sometimes absorb colour impurities from
ordinary portland cement (OPC). We strongly recommend
substituting white cement in the mortar to reduce colour
leeching and staining, and adding a neat SBR or other
bonding agent. Lay granite with the textured slip resistant
face upwards.

Circle features
These should be dry laid before final positioning on a full
bed of mortar, starting from the centre of the circle
outward.
When laying a driveway
A minimum of 150mm compressed hardcore foundation
must be used before laying products for a driveway (only
suitable products to be used). It is essential that products
are laid on a full bed of wet mortar for driveways.

Granite - all colours
Depending on site conditions, moisture coming through
from the mortar bed below can create moisture
transparency (dark/damp patchiness on the installed
product) which is a natural drying process that can affect
all slabs (particularly granite). This is completely normal and
should dry out over time.

4

Look out for the car symbol throughout
this brochure to find products suitable
for use on domestic driveways.

Calibrated products are subject to a minimum of +/-3mm
variation.
Due to the composition of natural stone, colour variations
may occur after installation.

Veining in granite products
Our granite products (particularly Dusk) may display
natural veins which may not be visible when the product is
dry. It is advised that when the stone is dry laid before fixing
you should wet the stone to ensure you are happy with the
appearance, as veins become more apparent when wet.
Veins are a natural feature of the product and are often
mistaken as cracks - veins should not be considered a
defect as they will not affect the durability of the product.

Some delamination (when riven parts of the stone flake off)
may occur after laying - this is perfectly normal and tends
to happen near the riven part of the slab.
As with all Digby Stone products the spot-laying method is
not suitable - always use a full bed of mortar.

We would strongly recommend that gloves, eye protection, face mask, knee pads, steel toe boots, suitable protective clothing & ear defenders are used accordingly.
Always work in a safe manner in accordance with current health and safety legislation. For advice, telephone 0300 003 1747 or visit www.hse.gov.uk
Always check the suitability of ANY cleaning solution with the manufacturer prior to use. Failure to do so may result in permanent damage to the product. Acidic cleaners or
brick acid should never be used on natural stone products as they will damage the stone.
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S T E P - B Y - S T E P L AY I N G G U I D E L I N E S - P O R C E L A I N
We have created a step-by-step laying guide specifically for porcelain products in order to help you get the best results
when laying. Please ensure that you follow guidelines when laying Digby Stone porcelain products and refer to the tools
needed on page 138.

1. CHECK YOUR PRODUCT

5 . L AY Y O U R S L A B S

Ensure that you check your product before laying - we
recommend dry laying a random selection of your tiles
(from more than one pallet where applicable) to ensure
that you are satisfied with the colour variation in the tiles.
Claims or returns based on colour variation will not be
accepted once the product has been laid.
Ensure that whilst working with porcelain tiles that they are
rested on wooden battens to prevent any edge chipping.

It is essential that each tile is tapped down to ensure
as much of the tile as possible comes into contact with
the mortar. When laying your project, ensure that you
mix tiles to achieve an overall blended appearance.
While the finishes of porcelain have less surface variation
than natural stone, they are still designed with a level of
variation to add a range of texture to their surface. If within
the selection of tiles you encounter any repeat patterns,
we suggest that you rotate slabs 90/180 degrees in order to
minimise the appearance of repetition (this may be more
prevalent in tiles which have a more extensive surface
pattern e.g. Quartz Grigioni or Universal Oak).

2 . P R E PA R E Y O U R B A S E
Prior to installation, all necessary ground work should be
completed. This includes ensuring there is a sub-base of at
least 50 -100mm thick of type 1 material (hard-core) which
has been sufficiently compacted down, with a suitable
water drainage fall (a fall of 1:60 is usually adequate).

180º

3. PRIME YOUR SLABS
Apply a slurry primer (mixed using cement powder, water
and an outdoor based SBR bonding agent to a creamy
consistency) to the back of each tile before it is laid to
help the paving adhere to the bed.
Paving slabs may need to be handled by 2 people (in
particular the larger sized slabs). When applying slurry
primer, ensure that you rest the tile on wooden battens to
prevent any chipping.

6. CUTTING PORCELAIN
Porcelain can be cut with a disc cutter fitted with a
suitable-for-porcelain diamond blade (this must be a
petrol disc cutter as you must feed the disc with water to
cut). However, for neater and more accurate cutting, we
recommend using a suitable water-fed tile bridge saw.
Ensure that appropriate protective clothing is worn while
operating machinery.

Slurry primer should
be mixed using water,
cement powder and
an outdoor suitable SBR
bonding agent.

7. CHECK YOUR JOINTS
Allow for 10-12mm+/- approx joints when laying the tiles.
We suggest an outdoor jointing compound (suitable for
porcelain) should be used with our porcelain products
- please speak to your merchant or landscaper for the
most appropriate jointing compound for your project. As
previously stated, Digby Stone porcelain products are not
designed to be butt jointed.

Mix the slurry primer to a
creamy consistency.
Paint each tile with slurry primer as you lay them, not all
at once before you begin laying. The slurry primer on
the back of the tile must still be wet when it is laid down,
therefore you should not prime all slabs first before you start
laying. This will ensure that the tile adheres to the mortar
bed correctly. If any slurry primer is on the face-up side of
the slab, immediately wash away the residue with water as
you work.

8

8 . I M P O R TA N T - C L E A N T H E J O B

4 . U S E A F U L L B E D O F M O R TA R

It is particularly important to work cleanly when laying
porcelain, both during and after installation. Once the job
is completed, additional cleaning may be required if any
residue remains, particularly from jointing compounds.
Ensure that the jointing compound has set sufficiently
and then clean the tiles with a suitable residue remover
(depending upon which jointing compound has been
used). Any residue left over from the laying process must
be removed as soon as possible - failure to do so may
result in staining on the surface of the tiles.
If your porcelain has been laid in conjunction with any
natural stone, ensure that the porcelain cleaner/residue
remover you are using does not contain any acid. Any
cleaners containing acid will cause damage to natural
stone. (For advice on general maintenance after
installation, see page 144 of this brochure).

Just like our natural stone products, Digby Stone porcelain
must be laid on a full wet bed of mortar. We recommend
a mixture of a moist consistency (rather than runny) with
approx. 4:1 sharp sand to cement.
full mortar
bed

4

mortar
spots

4

8

Please remember that - as with all Digby Stone
products - the spot laying method is not suitable!
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Porcelain tile
Slurry primer painted
onto back of tile to
assist bonding
Full mortar bed 30-50mm
(do not use
spot laying method)
Compressed hardcore
sub-base 50 -100mm
(type 1 material)
Ground dug out
150mm deep

Tap tiles down to ensure
maximum contact with
mortar

Our porcelain videos provide
helpful advice on mixing and
applying slurry primer, as well as
demonstrating how to clean a
variety of stains from the
surface of the tiles. Check out
the videos section of our
website to find out more.
www.digbystone.com/videos

Remember: to provide suitable run-off during wet
weather a fall angle must be considered. Falls must be
angled away from buildings or structures at an incline
of 1:60 or steeper. An adequate drainage outlet source
should be present at the end of the patio’s run off edge.
A planning officer may need to be consulted for further
advice.

I M P O R TA N T I N F O R M AT I O N
Due to the nature of the production of porcelain, there is
a limit to the number of repeated surface textures which
are produced for each colour (with the number of repeats
varying depending upon range). Whilst we endeavour to
maximise the variety of textures within each order, there
may be a number of repeats within your order, particuarly
if you are laying a large area of porcelain. Refer to step
5 opposite for advice on reducing the appearance of
repeated slabs.

products. Porcelain products, much like any other
manufactured product, are made in batches. There can
be slight shade variations between batches - please
consider this when purchasing for the same project on
separate occasions. In order to ensure that your patio will
have an overall blended appearance, always mix from
multiple pallets when laying rather than laying one pallet
at a time.

In porcelain tiles, there may be slight subtle differences in
surface texture and finish between tiles. These differences
may appear exaggerated in direct sunlight. This is due to
minor variations in conditions which may occur during the
manufacturing process. Any difference between tiles will
not affect the slip rating or durability of the product and is
purely aesthetic.

For advice on installation
on pedestals, please get in
contact with our technical
team on 0121 585 7477.

There will be subtle variation in our porcelain products,
intended to mirror the variations found in natural stone

We would strongly recommend that gloves, eye protection, face mask, knee pads, steel toe boots, suitable protective clothing & ear defenders are used accordingly.
Always work in a safe manner in accordance with current health and safety legislation. For advice, telephone 0300 003 1747 or visit www.hse.gov.uk
Always check the suitability of ANY cleaning solution with the manufacturer prior to use. Failure to do so may result in permanent damage to the product.
You may wish to use a porcelain suitable mild acid based cleaner, however if your porcelain is laid in combination with natural stone e.g. borders or setts, acid based cleaner
should not be used as this will damage the natural stone. Brick acid should not be used to clean porcelain.
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L AY I N G PAT T E R N S
For our full range of downloadable laying patterns visit our website at www.digbystone.com/laying-patterns
Ensure laying guidelines are followed - read our step by step laying guides for natural stone and porcelain on pages 138 - 141 for more information.
Please note your stockist may offer different pack sizes. All sizes are nominal and all products are designed to be laid with appropriate joints - read our step
by step laying guides for advice on this. Digby Stone products are not designed to be butt jointed. Always mix slabs whilst laying when using multiple packs to
achieve an overall blended appearance.

I N T E R L O C K I N G 4 S I Z E PAT T E R N

R A N D O M 4 S I Z E PAT T E R N

FLAG SIZES

FLAG SIZES

No. Slabs

295/290

295/290

9*

295/290

600

13*

600

600

13

900

600

13

600mm

600mm
900mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

295/290

295/290

9*

600

295/290

13*

600

600

13

900

600

13

(*600mm x 290mm & 290mm x 290mm
size for 15.22m2 packs)
This pattern is suited to a range of our
products which comprise of 4 sizes 15.28m2 project packs:
Granite, Slate, Sandstone Stylis,
Limestone Classic
15.22m2 project pattern suitable for:
Sandstone Premium, Sandstone Aged
& Value Stone
Evolution Stone 15.28m2 project packs

600mm
295mm

295mm

600mm

Length mm

3335mm

Width mm

3955mm

Length mm

(*600mm x 290mm & 290mm x 290mm
size for 15.22m2 packs)
This pattern is suited to a range of our
products which comprise of 4 sizes 15.28m2 project packs:
Granite, Slate, Sandstone Stylis,
Limestone Classic
15.22m2 project pattern suitable for:
Sandstone Premium, Sandstone Aged
& Value Stone
Evolution Stone 15.28m2 project packs

295mm

600mm

600mm

900mm

I N T E R L O C K I N G R E P E AT 4 S I Z E PAT T E R N
FLAG SIZES
Length mm

Width mm

No. Slabs

295/290

295/290

9*

600

295/290

13*

600

600

13

900

600

13

(*600mm x 290mm & 290mm x 290mm
size for 15.22m2 packs)
This pattern is suited to a range of our
products which comprise of 4 sizes 15.28m2 project packs:
Granite, Slate, Sandstone Stylis,
Limestone Classic
15.22m2 project pattern suitable for:
Sandstone Premium, Sandstone Aged
& Value Stone
Evolution Stone 15.28m2 project packs

600mm
900mm

290mm

600mm

290mm

600mm

290mm

1510mm

Pattern below shows the basic pattern, and to the right shows how the
pattern repeats in the overall design.

600mm

1810mm
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295mm

4560mm

295mm

600mm

5165mm

600mm

295mm

S Q U A R E S PAT T E R N
FLAG SIZE

Width mm

600

600

810/800*

405/400*

810/800*

810/800*

Length mm

Width mm

450

450

*sizes marked with a star are applicable to
Hudson and Desert Sand only

Laying pattern suitable for:
Porcelain and Granite Squares.
Laying pattern shown does not use a complete pack.

(Laying pattern marked in red uses a
complete 6 piece project set)

810mm

3650mm

Length mm

Laying pattern suitable for:
Regale Porcelain
3 size project set.

H E L P F U L I N F O R M AT I O N

C O N T E M P O R A RY PAT T E R N F O R R E G A L E P O R C E L A I N
FLAG SIZES

810mm
810mm

600mm
600mm

405mm

450mm
450mm

4830mm

STRETCHER BOND 15.28m2

G R A N D E / P O R C E L A I N PAT T E R N

FLAG SIZES
Width mm

No. Slabs

450

450

10

600

450

21

750

450

21

Laying pattern suitable for:
Opulence & Limestone Aged.

Length mm

Width mm

1200

600

3150mm

600mm

450mm

450mm

450mm

450mm

750mm

Laying pattern suitable for:
Grande and Porcelain
1200x600mm
Laying pattern shown uses a full pack of Grande.

4260mm

Length mm

600mm

4800mm

4830mm
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1200mm

PAT I O M A I N T E N A N C E - C L E A N I N G A N D S E A L I N G
In order to help you keep your Digby Stone patio in great condition, we have put together a list of helpful guidelines to
follow. Please ensure that suitable safety clothing and equipment is used when cleaning or sealing.

CLEANING EQUIPMENT AND CHEMICALS

S E A L A N T S A N D C O AT I N G S

When using a pressure washer, keep the nozzle
approximately 15-30cm away from the patio and at
a shallow angle (approx. 30 degrees) so that jointing
material is not dislodged.

It is not necessary to use a sealant on natural stone.
However, if sealing is desired it is important to consider
which type of sealant to use, as different manufacturers
specify different enhancements depending upon the
product. Some sealers will provide either a permanently
“wet”/gloss or a permanently dry appearance to the
stone. The choice of sealer to use is entirely a personal
preference depending upon the desired finish.

Pressure washers are a good tool to remove algae and
moss from natural stone but will not remove all stains (such
as oil stains). While using a pressure washer can rejuvenate
dirty and tired paving, using one on a regular basis can
cause damage. The pressurised force of the water can
exploit minor cracks/weaknesses and dislodge loose stone
or weak jointing.

Always check with the manufacturer’s suitability on your
stone choice and test on a small area first. When
applying sealants always follow the manufacturer’s
instructions. Please remember that once applied it is
difficult or in some cases impossible to remove, and may
need to be reapplied every few years.

The safest and simplest way to clean a patio is to scrub it
with a stiff brush and warm soapy water solution (do not
use soap solutions with any sign of acid content). Once
dirt and foreign objects are loosened from the flags, a
watering can or a watering hose can be used to wash the
residue away (care must be taken so as not to disturb the
jointing materials in both the scrubbing and rinsing of the
patio).

If natural stone is used for indoor projects (e.g. in a kitchen)
it is advisable to seal the stone in order to protect it from
household stains which may occur, however we would
advise that you consult with your installer for specific
advice on your project.

For more acutely stained areas, a toothbrush can be used
with warm soapy water to aid in removing more awkward
dirt deposits (it is advised that if cleaning on your knees,
a kneeling mat or kneepads should be used to prevent
injury).

It is not necessary to use sealants on porcelain paving.
However, if you do wish to seal porcelain paving, please
note that you will need to use a sealing product which is
specifically designed for use on porcelain - sealants which
are specific for use on natural stone cannot be used.

Before using any chemicals, the manufacturer of the
chemical should be consulted about its suitability on
natural stone. Under no circumstances should brick acid or
acid based cleaner be used on natural stone products as
it will damage the stone. Before any chemical is applied
to a patio, it is advised to see if it reacts on a test piece or
on a section in a discreet area. It is also advisable to leave
the test piece/area for a few days to observe if a reaction
occurs before proceeding to the rest of the patio.

www.digbystone.com/videos
Go online to watch our series of
porcelain cleaning videos
Scan QR code with your smartphone to watch our videos.
iPhone users with the most up to date iOS can now use
their camera app to scan - hover over the code to
generate safari link.

We tested a range of stains on our porcelain to demonstrate
the best way to clean them.

When cleaning porcelain paving, most stains can be
removed by using warm soapy water or a pressure washer.
Agitating heavier stains using a stiff brush can help to lift
any debris which has become stuck to the surface. Thicker
deposits on porcelain such as mortar or slurry primer can
be lifted by carefully scraping the deposit followed by
washing with a pressure washer, however care must be
taken to avoid damaging the surface of the tile. You must
also take care around the joints of your porcelain paving
when using a pressure washer to avoid dislodging any
jointing compound.

Homeowner Video - Stains include coffee, red wine, barbecue
food, ice cream, fruit and grass stains

If you are struggling to remove more stubborn stains,
you may wish to use a suitable outdoor based porcelain
cleaner. If your porcelain has been laid in conjunction
with any natural stone, ensure that the porcelain cleaner
you are using does not contain any acid. Any cleaners
containing acid will cause damage to natural stone
contact our team for brand recommendations.

Installer Video - Stains include slurry primer, jointing compound,
rubber boot scuffs and mortar
REMEMBER: All stains should be cleaned from the surface of the tile as soon as
possible and should not be left for long periods of time before cleaning. During
installation always ensure to clean as you go, and any installation materials (such as
slurry primer and jointing compound) should be cleaned immediately to avoid any
permanent staining. Refer to page 140 - 141 for laying advice for porcelain tiles.

We would strongly recommend that gloves, eye protection, face mask, knee pads, steel toe boots, suitable protective clothing & ear defenders are used accordingly.
Always work in a safe manner in accordance with current health and safety legislation. For advice, telephone 0300 003 1747 or visit www.hse.gov.uk

These instructions are only a guide and Digby Trading LTD accepts no liability for any loss, damage or injury howsoever caused as a result of following them.
If in doubt, seek the advice of a professional cleaning company.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Looking for some help with the perfect pitch for
your client? Our brand new sample boxes are now
available, which can be personalised to your needs
and are small enough to carry to your customer visits.

We would like to thank the following companies for their
contribution to this brochure -

If you are a landscaper and you would like to apply
for a support pack, including samples and product
guides, get in touch with our sales team to enquire
about a bespoke pack containing your favourite
products.

STYLE EARTH

www.styleearth.co.uk
07801 515 216

We also love to be social - remember to share your
project photos and use the hashtag #digbystone
and #landscaperhour and we will be happy to share
them across our social media channels!

@Digby_Stone @DigbyStone

P LT D E S I G N

www.pltdesign.co.uk
01235 528 168 / 07841 355 401

SUTTON GARDEN BUILDINGS

@DigbyStoneLtd

www.suttongarden.com
0121 351 3388

T H E G R E AT E S T S C A P E S

www.thegreatestscapes.co.uk
07514 309 783

O U T E R S PA C E S

www.outerspaces.org.uk
07734 157976 / 07474 879950

MARWOOD

www.marwoodlandscaping.co.uk
01785 715 817 / 07828 127 792

ISOLA GARDEN DESIGN

www.isolagardendesign.co.uk
01926 883 440

MILNER LANDSCAPES

www.milnerlandscapes.com
01675 463 738

Sample boxes and support packs will be arranged subject to assessment.
Please contact our sales team for further advice.

Landscapers and garden designers - have you used
Digby Stone products in your work recently? If you would
like to be featured in our next brochure get in touch with
us today! Contact us via our enquiries line at
enquiries@digbytrading.com to share your images with
us for a chance to be featured in our next product
brochure or on our social media channels.

BOARDER IN A BOX
borderinabox.com
01905 900 509

A RYA N L A N D S C A P E S

If you’d like to enquire with us about our support packs for
landscapers which include sample boxes and guides, see page
136 for more information on how to get in touch.

0121 378 2418
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LANDSCAPERS AND GARDENERS

PRODUCT INDEX
A
AGED GRANDE COBBLES........................129
AGE OLD TUMBLED SETTS.........................119
Alta..............................................................15
Ancient Rome..........................................109
Ash Value ..................................................133
Ash Wood................................................... 31
Astral Grey................................................115
B
Barley Fields .................................................93
Bark Value .................................................133
Berlin Red..................................................109
Black Slate
- Evolution Stone ........................................47
- Evolution Stone Linear.............................51
BRAZILIAN SLATE..........................................75
Brown Wood...............................................33
Bruges.......................................................121

Products in blue indicate range names. Products in grey indicate specific product
colour names. Colours which sit in more than one range are split by product type and
represented in italics.
- Steps.........................................................103
- Sandstone Premium.................................93
Frost.............................................................73
G
Gent..........................................................121
GIGANTE PORCELAIN................................15
Golden Harvest
- Evolution Stone Linear...............................51
GRANDE......................................................59
GRANITE......................................................63
GRANITE AGED COBBLES........................127
GRANITE SPHERES.....................................131
GRANITE SQUARES.....................................73
GRANITE STEPS..........................................105
GRANITE STRIPS...........................................67
GRANITE WEDGES......................................71
Greige.........................................................15
Greige Wood............................................. 31
Grey Wood.................................................33
Grigioni........................................................19
Grigio Arco Bianco ......................................9
Grigio Arco ....................................................9
Grigio Linerea ...............................................9

C
Cenere........................................................11
CIRCLES (Sandstone)..................................99
Charcoal.............................................73
Colonial
- Grande ..................................................59
- Opulence................................................55
- Steps.......................................................103
Cotto........................................................121
COUNTRY PORCELAIN...............................41
COBBLESTONE ..............................................9

H
HAND CUT SETTS........................................115
Harvest
- Aged Limestone.....................................77
- Classic Limestone.....................................79
Hudson........................................................21

D
Desert Sand................................................21
Donker.........................................................15
Dove Grey...................................................75
Dune............................................................55
Dusk
- Granite.....................................................63
- Granite Aged Cobbles.........................127
- Sawn & Tumbled Setts..........................117
- Spheres...................................................131
- Steps.......................................................105
- Strips..........................................................67
- Wedges....................................................71

I
Ice
- Granite.....................................................63
- Granite Aged Cobbles.........................127
- Sawn & Tumbled Setts..........................117
- Spheres...................................................131
- Steps.......................................................105
- Strips..........................................................67
- Wedges....................................................71
Impala Black
- Granite.....................................................63
- Steps.......................................................105
- Strips.........................................................67

E
Ember
- Granite.....................................................63
- Granite Aged Cobbles.........................127
- Sawn & Tumbled Setts..........................117
- Spheres...................................................131
- Steps.......................................................105
- Strips..........................................................67
- Wedges....................................................71
EVOLUTION STONE......................................47
EVOLUTION STONE LINEAR ........................51
F
Flame
- Grande.....................................................59
- Stylis...........................................................83
Forest Value ..............................................133
Forest Blend
- Age Old Tumbled Setts........................119
- Aged Grande Cobbles.........................129
- Walling....................................................107
Forest Glen
- Circles.......................................................99
- Sandstone Aged.....................................89
- Sandstone Premium................................93
- Steps.......................................................103
Fossil Buff
- Evolution Stone ........................................47
- Evolution Stone Linear...............................51
Fossil Mint
- Circles........................................................99

J
Jet..............................................................115
L
LIMESTONE AGED.......................................77
LIMESTONE CLASSIC...................................79
London Smoke..........................................109
M
Manhattan White.....................................109
Mineral Mist.................................................59
Mist Value .................................................133
MONTPELLIER PORCELAIN..........................11
Mountain Mist
- Circles.......................................................99
- Sandstone Premium................................93
- Steps.......................................................103
- Wall Cladding ........................................113
Multicolour Arco Bianco.............................9
Multicolour Arco ..........................................9
Multicolour Linerea .....................................9
Mystic Sky ...................................................79
N
Namur.......................................................121
O
OPULENCE.................................................55
Olive Black Cladding...............................113
146
Old Florence.............................................109

OLDE MARSEILLE COBBLES.......................125
Oyster Shell Cladding..............................113
P
Porfido.......................................................121
PORCELAIN COBBLES...............................121
PORCELAIN BRICKSLIPS............................109
Portland Black.............................................41
Portland Buff...............................................41
Portland Grey.............................................41
Portland Olive.............................................41
Q
QUARTZ PORCELAIN...................................19
R
REGALE PORCELAIN...................................21
Rocks.........................................................121
Raven Black ...............................................75
Rusty Slate
- Evolution Stone ........................................47
- Evolution Stone Linear..............................51
S
Sabbia...................................................11
SANDSTONE AGED.....................................89
SANDSTONE PREMIUM...............................93
SANDSTONE STEPS....................................103
SAWN & TUMBLED SETTS...........................117
Scout Beige.................................................21
Scout Fog....................................................21
Scout Smoke...............................................21
Silver...........................................................115
STYLIS...........................................................83
Sunrise
- Circles.......................................................99
- Grande.....................................................59
- Sandstone Aged.....................................89
- Sandstone Premium................................93
- Steps........................................................103
- Stylis...........................................................83
- Wall Cladding ........................................113
Sunset
- Circles.......................................................99
- Sandstone Premium................................93
Sunset Blend
- Aged Grande Cobbles........................129
- Age Old Tumbled Setts........................119
- Walling....................................................107
T
Talco.............................................................11
Twilight
- Sandstone Aged.....................................89
- Sandstone Premium................................93
Twilight Blend Cobbles............................129
U
Ultra Barge...................................................21
Ultra Black....................................................21
Ultra Wood..................................................37
Umbrian Earth...........................................109
Universal Oak..............................................37
V
VALUE STONE.............................................133
W
Walnut Wood..............................................33
WALL CLADDING .....................................113
WALLING.................................................107
WOOD PORCELAIN....................................31
Woodland
- Grande.....................................................59
- Stylis...........................................................83

@DigbyStone

Follow us
@digbystone

@digbystone

@digby_stone
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@DigbyStoneLTD

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
We are continually making innovations and improving products
so we reserve the right to vary designs and specifications without
notice. In the unlikely event of products reaching you in less than
satisfactory condition, please notify the retailer immediately.
Please note that if you lay a product with a defect apparent upon
reasonable inspection prior to laying, then we will not accept any
responsibility for any replacement or for any other loss so arising.

Coatings/Sealants
As previously stated on page 144 of this brochure, sealing
is a personal choice as some sealers make the paving look
permanently wet or permanently dry. Please always check
directly with the manufacturers or your stockist. Responsibility
for the performance of any coating rests with the user and the
manufacturer of the coating.

We cannot accept any liability if products are used for purposes
other than those for which they were intended, or they are
laid other than in accordance with recommendations. The
recommendations we provide are for guidance purposes only
and any applicable building regulations or planning requirements
should be followed at all times.

Always read the instructions carefully and first test a small area for
colour and slip resistance, wet and dry. REMEMBER once applied
it is very difficult or impossible to remove. It is advisable to seal the
flags if laying indoors to avoid staining, however we would advise
you seek specialist advice from an installer or your stockist with
regards to your specific project.

TERMS OF SALE
All natural stone is a product of nature, therefore no two pieces
are exactly alike.

Health & Safety
Always work in a safe manner in accordance with current health
and safety legislation.
For advice, telephone 0300 003 1747 or visit www.hse.gov.uk.

All products must be inspected prior to installation, checking the
colour, veining, thickness, sizing and finish.
NO claims will be accepted for any reason after the product has
been installed or if the product has been altered in any way after
delivery.

Efflorescence
Any products laid onto a bed of mortar or screeding sand that
contains cement may show signs of efflorescence, which may
appear as a white deposit, and/or apparent colour fading, and/
or drip staining. The effect will always be more apparent on
bolder, darker coloured products. Efflorescence will generally
diminish over time and should not affect the long-term
performance.

By affixing the CE marking to our product we are declaring
conformity with all of the legal requirements to achieve CE
markings, which in turn allows free movement and sale of the
product throughout the European Economic Area. CE markings
are intended for national market surveillance and enforcement
authorities. All our CE certificates can be downloaded directly
from our website - www.digbystone.com.

Dusting
Some dusting and scuff marks may be visible on some of our
products (due to transportation) which is unavoidable.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Colours
The pictures in this brochure are for illustration purposes only. Every
effort has been made to ensure colour accuracy. However, Digby
Trading Ltd do not take responsibility for any colour inaccuracies
within this brochure compared to the products featured.
Variations in colour shade occur in all Digby Stone products.
While the colours shown in this brochure are as accurate as
reprographic processes allow, it is essential that you see actual
materials at your local stockist before choosing. This is particularly
important with natural stone products where considerable
variation may occur. When using several packs, mix products from
each pack to achieve a blended overall appearance.

Dimensions
All dimensions given are nominal and subject to manufacturing
tolerances. The quoted sizes and coverage of our paving ranges,
except where using minimal joints, are for the overall areas
including appropriate joints, making it easier for you to plan a
project and order the right quantities. For a more general guide in
tolerances of our products, measure several product samples at a
stockist.
All porcelain tiles except the Country range and any tile in
450x450mm size are rectified, therefore will be dimensionally
correct. However there may be variation in batches which can
give size difference of up to 5mm +/-.

Digby Stone strongly recommends that you visit your local stockist
prior to purchasing your chosen natural stone paving to see the
stone laid out.
Whilst we try to endeavour to get our natural stone a consistent
colour, natural stone by its very nature is coloured naturally and
significant variations in colour will be found when comparing
individual paving stones in a pack. Only when the paving flags are
viewed as a mass area will the overall colour effect be seen, we
call this a “hue”.
Buying from photos, catalogues, websites or seeing one or two
sample paving flags is not advised unless you have previous
experience of the products being purchased.

The Country range of porcelain and all porcelain in 450x450mm
tile size are unrectified, therefore sizing and dimensions are
nominal.
Manual Handling
Please note: Care should be taken whilst manually handling Digby
Stone products to prevent injury and/or damage. Extra assistance
may be required.
Driveways
Please check with your stockist or call us for advice on what can
and can’t be used on a driveway prior to installation. Detailed
advice about laying driveways can be found on pages 138 - 139
of this brochure.

We recommend that natural stone paving is always at first ‘dry
laid’ prior to permanent installation so as to gain the consumers
and / or the contractors acceptance of colour, quality and
texture. Colour claims cannot be considered once the product
has been mortared in to place as permanent fixing constitutes
acceptance of the product.

Indoor Use
For indoor use, a coating is advised to reduce dusting and make
cleaning easier. Always seal the products to avoid staining.
Seek advice from the chemical manufacturers. We would advise
you seek specialist advice from an installer or your stockist with
regards to your specific project. More advice on sealing can be
found on page 144 of this brochure.

Digby Stone reserves the right to change any product or withdraw
from sale without prior notification.
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in
any form without permission in writing from Digby Trading Ltd.
Copyright © 2019 Digby Trading Ltd.

Use Around Swimming Pools and Fireplaces
Advice from Digby Trading Ltd should be sought with regards
to suitability of products for use around swimming pools and
fireplaces. Some products react to the chemicals used to
treat pool water, and bonding agents can react to heat from
fireplaces.

www.digbystone.com			

Digby Stone is a trading name of Digby Trading Ltd
Registered in England No. 0646 7190 VAT No 926 4485 02
Registered Address: Digby Trading Ltd, Stone House, Hayseech
Road, Halesowen, West-Midlands, B63 3PD.
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0121 585 7477

Your local stockist:

Order free
product
samples
online
Visit our website at
www.digbystone.com to
order free product samples

Stone House, Hayseech Road, Halesowen,
West Midlands, B63 3PD
CALL US: 0121 585 7477
EMAIL US: enquiries@digbytrading.com
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.digbystone.com

When you have finished
with this brochure please
recycle it.

